Nonrandom aneuploidy of chromosomes 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 21 induced by the benzene metabolites hydroquinone and benzenetriol.
The loss and gain of whole chromosomes (aneuploidy) is common in the development of leukemia and other cancers. In acute myeloid leukemia, the loss (monosomy) of chromosomes 5 and 7 and the gain (trisomy) of chromosome 8 are common clonal chromosomal abnormalities. Here, we have tested the hypothesis that metabolites of the human leukemogen benzene cause a higher rate of gain and loss among the chromosomes involved in leukemogenesis and, as such, are nonrandom and selective in their effects. Human peripheral blood was exposed to two metabolites of benzene, namely, hydroquinone (HQ) and benzenetriol (BT), and the ploidy status of nine different chromosomes (1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 21) was examined using fluorescence in situ hybridization of metaphase spreads. Poisson regression was used to provide interpretable incidence rate ratios and corresponding P values for all nine chromosomes. Statistically significant differences were found between the sensitivity of the nine chromosomes to gain or loss. Chromosomes 5 and 7 were highly sensitive to loss following HQ and BT exposure, whereas chromosomes 7, 8, and 21 were highly sensitive to gain in comparison to other chromosomes. Significant support for the a priori hypothesis that chromosomes 5 and 7 are more sensitive to loss induced by HQ and BT than the other seven chromosomes was also obtained. These data support the notion that benzene metabolites affect the ploidy status of specific chromosomes more than others and may initiate or promote leukemia induction through these specific effects.